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1: Father as He Should Be
The father figure as he should be. St. Therese of the Little Flower speaking to her father. The figure of the father is
under attack these days. To those who insist upon total equality, he is seen as an overbearing figure who has long
abused his power.

To those who insist upon total equality, he is seen as an overbearing figure who has long abused his power.
Like all symbols of authority, he must be overthrown. It echoes the core of the feminist creed. Ironically, those
who are accused of defending patriarchy are usually members of nuclear families, not patriarchal ones. Many
indeed are not even members of extended families. They do not have a notion of what patriarchy means and
how it functions. And thus they are not in conditions to defend themselves against the feminist rage. When
stripped of its non-Christian forms and feminist caricatures, patriarchy becomes a refreshing idea. Even today,
the image of an ancient patriarch evokes sentiments of veneration and respect. However, there is a reason why
feminists attack patriarchy so violently: It represents the plenitude of fatherhood. It is the father figure as he
should be. Such a vision is part of the natural hierarchical society that feminism rejects. Understanding
Patriarchy The key to understanding patriarchy lies in the long forgotten idea of the traditional family. The
Catholic Church has long taught that the family is not a single social unit existing in the present without
connection to the past or future. Rather, the family is a rich and continuous whole that encompasses all those
who have come before and will come after. Thus, each family becomes a vast network of interwoven
relationships and is part of the social fabric. Patriarchy is a natural consequence of the traditional family. It
holds that since this vast social unit exists, there should be an authority that maintains its unity. This authority
is usually the patriarch. Click Here to Like Traditional Values The influence of the patriarch extends beyond
his immediate household and encompasses several generations. It might include several branches of the
family, even an entire clan. The patriarch does not exercise an arbitrary or tyrannical authority. Indeed, he
exerts a unifying leadership over the whole that is expressed more often by influence than by command. He
guides with great care and subtlety the interrelationships between so many people who are alike in so many
ways but who are also so very different. The Patriarch as Harmonizer Thus one of the most important roles of
the patriarch is to be a harmonizer. He maintains the family line in harmony with its past and future. He must
strike a delicate balance between those in the family who guarantee necessary continuity and those who
energetically introduce healthy innovation. The patriarch is a true leader of the family. He has a special gift to
discern and coordinate the general direction of those under him. He seldom imposes his will upon the others,
but rather sets the tone and the example. He unifies and brings out the best in others. He is judicious and
weighs matters with criteria and acumen. Source of Progress and Culture It is easy to see that when society is
filled with patriarchal figures on all social levels, it creates the ideal conditions for the true progress of a
culture. When imbued with Catholic virtue, the patriarch moves his family members to the highest of all goals:
Individuals each go their way. There are no harmonizers or coordinators that unify families and direct their
progress. When attacked for being patriarchal, fathers today should embrace the idea. The patriarch only does
on a larger scale that which the father is called to do within his family. There is nothing wrong with building a
family thinking of the long term. Rather than an undesirable condition to be avoided, patriarchy is an idea
whose restoration time has come.
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2: What Is A Father, Father Poem
There's nothing like the father-son relationship. As a boy grows up, there will be many people who influence him and his
development into adulthood. As a father, you are, and should be, his most important role model.

Note on John 6: Both verses make emphatic the expression of that will in the mission, Him that sent Me; both
refer its fulfilment to the final victory over sin and death, at the last day. Both state the will of God in a single
clause, prefaced by the most signal proof of divine love in God revealed on earth, and followed by its end, in
man raised to heaven. The "all" is here neuter, referring to the whole extent of the Messianic work. Vast as this
is, beyond our power of thought, including all times, and all places, and all nations, and it may be other
worlds, it is the divine will that nothing should be lost. In the moral, as well as in the physical world, no force
can perish. Pulpit Commentary Verse The claim of a Divine authority and absolute power could not be put
more strongly. The care with which the Divine hand can protect every fragment of his universe, and hold it by
its everlasting laws and keep it in the career assigned to it from the beginning, illumines this passage. Should
the speaker not sustain this stupendous assumption, it is only too certain that he was giving utterance to the
most reckless raving. These words cannot be honestly watered down to the language of the influence of an
ethical reformer or prophetic messenger. Jesus proceeds to clinch his argument and reassert his claims as
follows. But in proof of the very opposite of the supposition that I can drop one atom of this great charge, I
will raise it up at the last day. Reuss applies this to the resurrection of each believer on the "last day" of each
life, for he seems unwilling to find in the Fourth Gospel any such idea as that of the general resurrection. The
next verse shows that the Lord did discriminate between eternal life already bestowed here and now, and the
great consequence of such possession in the complete restoration of body as well as life. It is in the continuity
and perpetuity of the eternal life that we find the condition of the resurrection life. The "when" of this "last
day" is not positively asserted here. Matthew Henry Commentary 6: No one will come, till Divine grace has
subdued, and in part changed his heart; therefore no one who comes will ever be cast out. None had seen the
Father but his beloved Son; and the Jews must expect to be taught by his inward power upon their minds, and
by his word, and the ministers whom he sent among them.
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3: Dad vs Father: What's the difference and why should you care?
A father is a man who gives you enough room to make mistakes as you grow, crawl before you walk and watch you
stubble along the way. He'll give you enough space to waddle in your experiences and encourage you when you're in
doubt.

Whose Father is He? How does He act as a Father to each of us? In verse 8 impressive created beings address
the One on the throne as Lord God Almighty. Two verses later 24 elders fall to the ground, remove their
crowns and cast them before the throne. They do so to demonstrate great humility and to recognize the
Almighty as the One who created all things. The Bible reveals God to be all powerfulâ€”a Being of great
strength. Many meanings of father The word father is used to describe one who passes on life or who creates,
originates or founds something. Abraham is called the father of the faithful since the promises of eternal life
through faith originated with him Romans 4: He did not mean Satan had given them physical life, but that they
were following his example of spiritual wickedness. Satan is the father of lies and murder, inspiring others to
do the same. God the Father, on the other hand, is the source of truth and love John Father through creation
Ephesians 3: Through creation, God is the Father of both the angelic world Job 1: Almighty God is
responsible for everything that exists; thus He rightfully is a Father to all who have life 1 Timothy 6: So, it
was natural for the apostle Paul to refer to God as the head of a vast family. God refers to Israel as His
firstborn Exodus 4: The very well-known John 3: Jesus is literally the only begotten Son of God. All other
humans have a physical father. So God is a Father to Jesus in a way that He is not to any other living being.
He becomes our Father, and we become His children, when we are spiritually converted. We begin our
spiritual life as babes 1 Peter 2: We are not just servants having a master, but sons and daughters having a
Father. Christians are able to share in the divine nature of God Himself 2 Peter 1: A loving Father God reveals
Himself to mankind in the role of a Father in several contexts. The most important is that of a spiritual Father.
Thus, Christians experience a God who expresses all the qualities of a loving Father. He gives us life John 3:
If you have not yet experienced God as a personal, caring, loving Father, then you are yet to begin the
fulfillment of the reason you were created by God. For more information about who God is and how you can
become a child of God, be sure to read the articles:
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4: What does the Bible say about Christian fathers?
The Father Figure As He Should Be. Patriarchy represents the plenitude of fatherhood, and is a natural consequence of
the traditional family. The Catholic.

Therese of the Little Flower speaking to her father. The figure of the father is under attack these days. To
those who insist upon total equality, he is seen as an overbearing figure who has long abused his power. Like
all symbols of authority, he must be overthrown. It echoes the core of the feminist creed. Many indeed are not
even members of extended families. They do not have a notion of what patriarchy means and how it functions.
And thus they are not in conditions to defend themselves against the feminist rage. Embracing Patriarchy
Those who defend the family have no cause to fear the term and every reason to embrace it. When stripped of
its non-Christian forms and feminist caricatures, patriarchy becomes a refreshing idea. Even today, the image
of an ancient patriarch evokes sentiments of veneration and respect. However, there is a reason why feminists
attack patriarchy so violently: It represents the plenitude of fatherhood. It is the father figure as he should be.
Such a vision is part of the natural hierarchical society that feminism rejects. Understanding Patriarchy The
key to understanding patriarchy lies in the long forgotten idea of the traditional family. The Catholic Church
has long taught that the family is not a single social unit existing in the present without connection to the past
or future. Rather, the family is a rich and continuous whole that encompasses all those who have come before
and will come after. Thus, each family becomes a vast network of interwoven relationships and is part of the
social fabric. Patriarchy is a natural consequence of the traditional family. It holds that since this vast social
unit exists, there should be an authority that maintains its unity. This authority is usually the patriarch. The
influence of the patriarch extends beyond his immediate household and encompasses several generations. It
might include several branches of the family, even an entire clan. The patriarch does not exercise an arbitrary
or tyrannical authority. Indeed, he exerts a unifying leadership over the whole that is expressed more often by
influence than by command. He guides with great care and subtlety the interrelationships between so many
people who are alike in so many ways but who are also so very different. The Patriarch as Harmonizer Thus
one of the most important roles of the patriarch is to be a harmonizer. He maintains the family line in harmony
with its past and future. He must strike a delicate balance between those in the family who guarantee necessary
continuity and those who energetically introduce healthy innovation. The patriarch is a true leader of the
family. He has a special gift to discern and coordinate the general direction of those under him. He seldom
imposes his will upon the others, but rather sets the tone and the example. He unifies and brings out the best in
others. That is why traditionally the patriarch is portrayed as one who ponders things. He is judicious and
weighs matters with criteria and acumen. Source of Progress and Culture It is easy to see that when society is
filled with patriarchal figures on all social levels, it creates the ideal conditions for the true progress of a
culture. When imbued with Catholic virtue, the patriarch moves his family members to the highest of all goals:
Individuals each go their way. There are no harmonizers or coordinators that unify families and direct their
progress. When attacked for being patriarchal, fathers today should embrace the idea. The patriarch only does
on a larger scale that which the father is called to do within his family. There is nothing wrong with building a
family thinking of the long term. Rather than an undesirable condition to be avoided, patriarchy is an idea
whose restoration time has come.
5: The Father Figure as He Should Be
Excerpt. In fact, added the baronet,. He has loved you from his boyish days; he' has served these seven years for you,
like Jacob, and you will not allow your-father now to cheat him as Laban did?

6: Call No Man "Father"? | Catholic Answers
He that curseth his father, or mother, dying let him die: he hath cursed his father, and mother, let his blood be upon him.
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Darby Bible Translation Whatever man revileth his father and his mother shall certainly be put to death: he hath reviled
his father and his mother; his blood is upon him.

7: God as a Father - Life, Hope & Truth
If your father and mother lent you the money and he took over that loan when they divorced, then it was up to him to
decide how it should be repaid and if it should be repaid.

8: The Father Figure As He Should Be - The American TFP
"So of course he should be fired." after stating "she was going to send everyone in the house to hell," grabbed a gun and
fired a shot at her father when he went to check on her.

9: Jordan McNairâ€™s dad, on D.J. Durkin: â€˜Of course he should be firedâ€™ â€“ CollegeFootballTalk
A father who wants custody of a child should continue to make regular child support payments. If a father has an
informal arrangement with the child's mother, he should maintain records such as check receipts or a written letter from
the child's mother as to the child support arrangements and what's been given thus far.
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